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"We are the clay, you are our potter. " This is one of the Biblical images I like the most. It speaks of who God
is, and who we are in relation to God. Clay is a soft material that can be molded according to the creativity of
the one modeling it. It offers itself to the ability of the fingers, the imagination of the mind and the beating of
the heart of the designer. It is flexible enough to become what the potter wants it to be. And what does it
become if not an image of the potter himself? The clay Arnold is molding will be an expression of whom he
is. It will be the result of his thoughts, his imagination, his fingers' touch, his rhythm; it will be part of himself,
his own image.

To be the image of somebody else is not to be an exact copy of or physically equal to that person, but it means
to have ones origin at the source of creative energy within that person. What image of Arnold is this piece of
clay going to be? A pot, a flower, a bowl? Perhaps a manger?

Do you remember the first story of Creation in the book of Genesis, when God says: 'Let us make humankind
in our image, according to our likeness?' Genesis chapter 1 verse 26 is one of the reasons why both Judaism
and Christianism developed the concept that God is a person -- for Christians three persons -- and up to now
we privilege a human centered image of God. But isn't true that the Spirit of God is sometimes wind,
sometimes fire, sometimes a bird? That means that God is more then a person or three, and that not only
human beings are the image of God, but the whole of the universe, the whole of existence is image of God;
because everything derives from who God is, everything is born in the very nucleus of God's own being. We
are image of God, but so are the oceans, the trees, the flowers, the stones, the birds, the animals, the stars, the
wind, the light. And this image is never static; it keeps evolving, changing, growing, decreasing, living, dying,
living again, echoing for ever and ever the One who is the beginning, the end, the new beginning, the insider,
the outsider, the one who is peace and beauty and love.

"We are the clay, you are our potter". But after being molded and becoming what the potter wants, the clay
dries and becomes hard. Its flexibility is lost and the memory of its origin vanishes. This is the reality the Old
Testament reading this morning is talking about. The Isaiah text is a prayer in the style of a psalm divided in
four parts: remembrance of Israel's history (63:7-14), invocation to God, the father (63:15-19a), plea for God's
manifestation (63:19b-64:4a), and confession of sins (64:4b-11). The text we read belongs to the last part of
the prayer; it is a confession of sin. It seems to have been written during the exile in Babylon (sixth century
BC), although it is placed amongst the texts that belong to the period after the exile. Before their sufferings,
the people of Israel remember their past with its sad but also hopeful moments, and ask God to deliver them.
They cry for forgiveness for they forgot their designer and what they were designed for. (Unfortunately it
seems that many of them have forgotten again!)

But, it is in this exercise of praying and remembering (remembering and praying) that the image of clay
returns. The image of Adam being formed at the garden of Eden, the desire of encountering again their first
nature, their primordial vocation of being a flexible material in the hands of a great artist.

The imagery of this text poses questions to us also. How much of clay are we in God's hands? Or have we
become more like a hard pot? In which ways can our clay nature be restored and the image of God be seen in
us?

Today is the first Sunday of Advent. Advent includes the four weeks preceding Christmas. It is a time for
preparation, it is the period when we get ready to receive Jesus. During this time we are encouraged to
examine ourselves, to reflect on our need for God to enter our lives and to earnestly prepare for and eagerly
await to the coming of Christ, in the celebration of the Incarnation, in Christ's continual coming in our daily
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living and in the day when the whole creation will be restored. Advent is a season for each one of us to think,
'What is God making out of my life?' 'How is the image of God been reflected through me?' 'How I am getting
ready for the encounter with Jesus, the baby and the judge?'

In the apocalyptic imagery of the Gospel, there is a fig tree; it is blossoming. It is not without purpose that it is
there. To be prepared for the encounter with Jesus is to be able to see the newness of life in the bud just born
as well as in the everything one looks at; it is to be open for the transformations God's presence will operate in
us; it is to offer oneself as clay to the hands of the potter.

Please, repeat after me:
"We are the clay, you are our potter. " (3 times)
Amen.
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